
DRAFT  

MINUTES 

University Staff Congress 

2.19.18 

All Members present with the following exceptions: 

EXCUSED ABSENT: R. Fisher (104), P. Brenzel (111), R. Hernandez (116), K. Boldon (125), C. Morales 

(142), C. Callfas (148), P. Kansara (169), T. Frank (174), E. Schafer (202), R. Sterkowitz (204), T. Letto 

(205)   

ABSENT: J. Werner (106), C. Lundey (113), J. Priebe (118), P. Jones (126), M. Monroe (135), S. Frey (140), 

D. Phuntsokrapten (143), J. Torres Martinez (145), M. Diebold (149), R. Hayim (157), J. Gerrits (180), R. 

Kutz (185), A. Berry (191), C. Blankenship (200) 

In addition, 10 Alternates were present. 

At 2:30PM, Vice Chancellor Heller announced that a quorum was present and called the meeting to 

order. 

Vice Chancellor Heller directed the attention of the Congress to the draft Minutes of the previous 

meeting. A motion to approve was heard, as was a second. All in Favor. MOTION CARRIED. 

Vice Chancellor Heller paused to accept public comments. None sought recognition in this regard. 

Vice Chancellor Heller provided a report to the Congress in which he noted that the Joint Committee on 

Employment Relations has approved a contract for the campus Trades employees and that 

recommendation will be forwarded on to the Legislature and then to the Governor for his signature. 

Vice Chancellor Heller informed the Congress that the campus had hosted the most recent meeting of 

the Board of Regents and he appreciated the attendance at the meeting by members of Congress. Vice 

Chancellor Heller noted that at this meeting, Chancellor Blank discussed ‘Bucky’s Tuition Promise’, which 

is a program by which those in household incomes of less than $56,000 adjusted gross income may 

attend the University tuition free. 

Vice Chancellor Heller noted that on 1 March, nominations would be open for seats in the University 

Staff Congress and encouraged members to run. Vice Chancellor Heller cited examples of how shared 

governance input has led to positive policy changes. Vice Chancellor Heller concluded his report by 

informing the members of Congress that nominations were now open for the Administrative 

Improvement Awards. 

Representative of District 124 inquired what the difference between median and mean income. 

Vice Chancellor Heller replied with an explanation and provided definitions. 

Representative of District 102 inquired as to how ‘Bucky’s Promise’ is subsidized. 

Reply came that it is funded entirely from University funds, including from donations and the financial 

aid budget, but no State funds are used.          



Representative of District 166 noted that in terms of the 50-cent raise that was recently instituted for 

those earning less than $15 an hour. Some of his colleagues gained a DCF increase shortly before it was 

announced, that then put them above $15 an hour and thus losing out on the opportunity for the 

increase. 

Reply came that while such scenarios are possible, people should feel free to reach out to HR for 

additional clarification. 

Representative of District 136 noted that those who earn slightly above $15 an hour often do so because 

of a designated skill level, but the gap between those with that skill and without has now decreased. 

Vice Chancellor replied that while he is open to feedback on these issues, he believes this action has 

made a difference for those earning less than $15 an hour. 

Representative of District 152 inquired if it would be possible to create an outreach program directed to 

employees regarding ‘Bucky’s Promise’ as it is likely that many families would benefit from it.  

Representative also noted that 852 persons received a raise under the 50-cent increase and that prior to 

the raise wages were stagnant a long time. 

Vice Chancellor Heller replied that he appreciated the suggestion for an outreach strategy regarding 

‘Bucky’s Promise’. 

Representative of District 185 inquired as to what funding string was used to fund the increase.     

Reply came that it would depend on where you worked. 

Representative of District 185 asked for clarification as to the two 2% raises that are scheduled. 

Vice Chancellor Heller replied that everyone who is employ of a certain date and has completed the 

Sexual Harassment training, and if a supervisor has completed their performance evaluations, is 

qualified.  

Representative of District 166 noted that in regard to his earlier remarks, he didn’t believe supervisory 

staff was aware of the pending 50-cent increase. 

Vice Chancellor Heller acknowledged the point made by the Representative. 

Vice Chancellor Heller recognized Ms. Leslie Orrantia, Director of Community Relations, for the purpose 

of providing a report to the Congress.  

Ms. Orrantia provided an overview of Community Relations and priorities via power point presentation. 

Ms. Orrantia noted that she serves as a liaison to City and County officials as well as to non-profit and 

social service organizations, in addition to communities of faith, color and the business community.  

Ms. Orrantia stated that she hoped to grow real and perceived access to the UW and build relationships 

with the community that might not otherwise consider the UW as a resource.  

Representative of District 124 made an inquiry regarding bus routes, which she stated are limited in 

terms of accessing the inner portions of the campus. 



Reply came that overcrowding is the number one bus issue and that the city does not have finances to 

expand. 

Vice Chancellor Heller thanked Ms. Orrantia for her presentation. 

(applause heard in the hall) 

Vice Chancellor Heller recognized Mr. Tom Handland, Chair of the Personnel Policies and Procedures 

Committee for the purpose of providing a report to Congress. 

Mr. Handland moved the approval of the TTC Study job family, sub family, level descriptors documents 

with the recommendations made by the PPPC. 

Vice Chancellor Heller inquired if there was a second to the motion. A second was heard. 

Representative of District 152 commended the Committee for their work and their recommendations.   

Representative of District 161 inquired as to how the committee envisioned the fourth recommendation 

being implemented. 

Mr. Handland replied that it was hoped that small committees could be formed with the appropriate 

personnel to create accurate position descriptions. 

Representative of District 112 stated that shared governance should be part of the pay structure 

Mr. Handland said that pay structure was not being addressed by the PPPC and that the primary concern 

was the creation of position descriptions. 

Representative of District 124 expressed concern about splitting out entry-level positions. 

Mr. Handland expressed agreement with that analysis. 

Representative of District 109 noted that there are documents on a website that show job families and 

pay ranges. 

Vice Chancellor Heller replied that while job levels have been identified, pay ranges do not exist 

currently. 

Ms. Mary Luther further clarified that the information online is in regard to current titles. 

Representative of District 161 inquired as to the reaction of OHR on the fourth point. 

Reply came that it is interpreted as a starting point position. 

Ms. Luther further clarified that HR personnel now create rough drafts of standard job descriptions and 

are prepared to share those with governance. 

Representative of District 170 clarified that the vote is for approval and asked if there is a time frame to 

examine and recommend changes so updates could be made. 

Ms. Luther clarified that if areas are identified that don’t meet the process they could resume discussion 

on those points. 



Representative of District 194 inquired if the recommendations by the PPPC were to be acted on 

individually or as a group. 

Reply came that the motion asks for action on them as a group. 

Representative of District 161 expressed his preference that they are acted upon individually and moved 

to amend the motion by striking the reference to the call for an end to the use of the term ‘job families’. 

A second to the motion was heard. 

Mr. Handland replied that the Committee had included this request as it had received significant 

feedback asking for it and objecting to the term, not only from University Staff but from Academic Staff 

as well as Faculty.  

Representative of District 152 noted that he attended a statewide meeting of shared governance in 

which he heard strong objection to the terminology and noted that OHR had previously stated their 

willingness to change it. 

Representative of District 124 stated that she found the term ‘job families’ to be insulting and did not 

think such informal terms belonged in campus policy documents. 

Vice Chancellor Heller called for a vote on the motion to amend. Nays were found to be in the majority. 

MOITON FAILED. 

Representative of District 112 moved to strike the unnecessary lowercase ‘d’. A second to the motion 

was heard. 

Vice Chancellor Heller called for a vote on the motion to amend. All in Favor. MOTION CARRIED. 

Vice Chancellor Heller called for a vote on the original motion. All in Favor. MOTION CARRIED. 

Vice Chancellor Heller expressed his thanks to the Committee and asked that the Congress stand 

informal for ten minutes. 

(Congress stands informal) 

Vice Chancellor Heller recognized Mr. Bruce Goldade, Chair of the Bylaws Committee for the purpose of 

providing a report to the Congress. 

Mr. Goldade thanked Vice Chancellor Heller as well as the Office of the Secretary and all of those who 

attended meetings of the Bylaws Committee and provided written messages and questions during their 

deliberations.     

Mr. Goladade moved to adopt Amendment 1, as submitted by the Bylaws Committee, changing the 

word ‘Leadership’ to the word ‘Representatives’ in section 1.02, E3.  A second to the motion was heard. 

Representative of District 161 moved to postpone the proposed amendments recommended by the 

Bylaws Committee for one month, until the next scheduled meeting of Congress. 

Vice Chancellor Heller noted that the Bylaws Committee may yet be bringing additional Amendments 

before Congress. 



Parliamentarian advised that a motion was already on the floor and that the proposed action of the 

Representative was improper. 

Representative of District 161 stated that he had previously advised the Central Committee that 

attempting to squeeze a report from the Bylaws Committee into a schedule with numerous other 

lengthy report items was a mistake. 

A second was heard on the motion to postpone. 

Parliamentarian advised that a motion to postpone would have to make on the first amendment alone, 

and then, if successful, a further motion could be made to postpone the remaining Amendments. 

Mr. Goldade withdrew his motion to adopt Amendment 1.  

Representative of District 108 moved to postpone the proposed amendments of the Bylaws Committee 

until the next meeting of Congress.  

Vice Chancellor Heller called for a vote on the motion. All in Favor. MOTION CARRIED. 

Vice Chancellor Heller recognized Mr. Terry Fritter for the purpose of accepting Congressional District 

feedback and suggestions for future Agenda items. 

Mr. Fritter reminded the Congress that the celebration of International Women’s Day would take place 8 

March at Union South.  

Representative of District 121 requested an Agenda item to discuss the transfer of Wisconsin Union in 

house IT to AIMS. 

Representative of District 168 requested an Agenda item to demonstrate the Silver Cloud program as 

well as Financial Fitness and estimated that such a demonstration would take 15 minutes. 

Mr. Fritter noted that such a demonstration might also be organized through the Office of the Secretary 

and or the Communications Committee to be held on a campus-wide basis inviting all staff. 

Representative of District 102 stated her difficulty in preparing for shared governance meetings as her 

workplace limits her to four hours in this regard. 

Reply came that the Representative should provide these details to the Office of the Secretary who can 

then consult with OHR as to the appropriateness of workplace guidelines as they relate to her shared 

governance rights.  

Representative of District 185 requested a Congressional Agenda item to discuss employee rights as it 

relates to campus security, setting that cameras had been installed in the workplace without knowledge 

of the staff.  

Vice Chancellor Heller replied that such a conversation is possible and could involve the Chief of Police.    

At 4:00PM the Vice Chancellor entertained a motion to adjourn. Motion was heard as was a second. All 

in Favor. MOTION CARRIED. 

 



Minutes prepared and submitted by: J. Lease / Secretary  

  

      

  

 

 

 

 


